INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we prove that if A == U X^ is a complex-analytic stratification of a a complex-analytic variety A with singularities and if it satisfies Whitney conditions, then A is normally pseudo-flat along each stratum X^. (See § 2 for the definition of normal pseudo-flatness.) This implies that the normal cone (which is a generalization of normal bundle to the singular case) of A along X^ is flat over the base X^ within an open dense subset of every fibre. This implies, at any rate, that the multiplicity of A is constant along each stratum X^. This is only a microscopic step forward toward the goal of determining the total scope of differential-geometric descriptions of singularities (notably those of Thorn and Whitney) in relation to various algebro-geometrical characterizations of <c equisingularity 5? proposed by Zariski, especially the one given in terms of simultaneous desingularization of all transversal sections. Zariski took experimentarily the case of a stratum of codimension one in a hypersurface in an affine space, proposed various algebro-geometrical definitions for equisingularity and established the equivalence among them and also between his notion and Whitney condition combined with an additional assumption of equimultiplicity. This paper shows that the equimultiplicity is a consequence of Whitney condition even in the most general case. Incidentally, Zariski's theory is quite satisfactory in the special case and it presents us an attractive model for future exploration into the unknown territory of general equisingularity problems.
From the technical point of view, this paper consists of the following simple observation about bounding the difference between varieties and their tangential cones at a point. For simplicity, take a hypersurface H \f{x^ . . ., x^)==o in C^ Let^o be the initial form off, i.e., the sum of those terms of the lowest degree in Taylor expansion of^at the origin. The hypersurface Ho :j^==o is called the tangential cone of H at the origin o. Let us assume oeH. There is a well-known criterion of Euler: H==Ho In fact, one observes a stronger property:
say within the unit ball B in C^, where e and 8 are positive numbers depending upon H. Now our key lemma says: Given e>o and s>o, we can choose 8>o such that for every H satisfying the above inequality with these e and S, HnB lies within the e-neighborhood of the tangential cone Ho.
i. Whitney stratifications.
Let A be a topological space. Two local imbeddings of A around a point ^o^A, say f^: U^R^' with an open neighborhood U^ ofj^ in A, are said to be diff co-equivalent if there exists an open neighborhood U ofj^, a pair of non-negative integers (r^, r^) and a diffeomorphism h from a neighborhood of f^{yo)'Xo^ in R^xR^ to a neighborhood of /2(^o)x°2 in R^XR' 2 such that UCUiOUg and hg^f^\ V)==g^\ U) where o is the origin of R^ and g^: R^'-R^'xR 7 ' 1 is the inclusion by x^xxo^ for z==i, 2.
A differentiably stratified space is by definition a topological space A furnished with the following two data:
(i) A diffeo-imbedding type, i.e., a diffeo-equivalence class e{x) of local imbeddings at each point xeA, such that every point XQeA admits an open neighborhood U and an imbedding U-^R^ which belongs to e{x) for all xeV. An imbedding of this nature will be called a permissible imbedding.
(ii) A dzfferentiable stratification, i.e., an expression A == U X^, a locally finite disjoint a union, such that each X^ is a (c differentiable submanifold " (connected by definition) of A with respect to local permissible imbeddings and that X^nXp+0 implies X^Xp. Each X^ is called a stratum of (the stratification of) A, and X^>^Xp means X^Xp.
If A== U X is a differentiably stratified space and Y is a stratum, then for every point J^o 6^? we can ^d an open neighborhood U ofj^o in A and a permissible imbedding U->E==E^xE2 with E^R^" such that y^ is mapped to the origin 0=01X03 and YnU is mapped onto a neighborhood of o in E^XOg. Such an imbedding will be called a (local) ^[-cartesian imbedding of A around j^o • The tangent space Tg ^ at every point x is naturally identified with E (as a vector space), and hence, when a Y-cartesian imbedding of A is given as above, T^ ^ ls identified with a vector subspace ofE for every .yeXnU.
Furthermore, we can speak of the inner product (^, ^/) for vectors ^ and ^ in E in the standard euclidian sense. In this sense, the normal vector space Njg x x °^ ^ in E at A: will be identified with the orthogonal complement of T^ 3; in E. where ^ (resp. v) runs through the non-zero vectors in N^x,a; (resp. Ty^) and n {x) x denotes the vector in E corresponding to the arrow from n{x) to x. We call a^y (resp. Px y) Whitney a-(resp. ^function for the pair (X, Y) (with respect to the Y-cartesian imbedding of A). Remark (1.2). -The functions a^y an(i PX,Y clearly depend upon the choice of a Y-imbedding of A. One can prove, however, that the limit condition of (1.1) for either ocxy alone or for the combination of the two ocx^y ^d PX,Y? ls actually independent of the choice with respect to the given (Y, X,^=^o)-Let A be a complex-(resp. real-) analytic space, not neccessarily reduced. Then the underlying topological space |A| of A has a canonical diffeo-imbedding type, i.e., the one induced by any local complex-(resp. real") analytic imbedding in terms of the structure sheaf 6^. We shall thus speak of differentiable stratifications of A and obtain various differentiably stratified spaces from A. A differentiable stratification A = U X is said to be complex-(resp. real-) analytic if every stratum X is a difference of two closed complex-(resp. real-) analytic subspaces of A such that the second subspace contains the singular locus of the first. With a complex-(resp. real-) analytic stratification A== U X and a pointy °f a stratum Y, we can speak of a complex-(resp. real-) analytic ^-cartesian imbedding of A around j^o into E^E^xEg with E^C 1 (resp. =^0, in which case the map U->E is required to be complex-(resp. real-) analytic. Remark (1.3). -Let A= UX be a complex-analytic stratification of a complexanalytic space A. Let us pick a stratum Y.j^Y and a complex-analytic Y-cartesian imbedding of A around j^o mto cr = crl X cr2 -Then, by means of the standard hermitian form ((^, ^')) in the complex vector space CV, we can definê
in the same way as before, but using complex normal (resp. complex tangent) vectors u (resp. v) to the complex manifold X (resp. Y). On the other hand, by means of the standard identification of C with R 2 ', i.e., (^, . .., ^)<->(^,^i, ...,^,^) wherê .:=^4-V^iJ^ we obtain the derived real-analytic (hence, differentiable) stratifi- 
Normal cone and blowing-up.
Let A== |JX be a complex-(resp. real-) analytic stratification of a complex-(resp. real-) analytic space A. For the ideal sheaf ^ of a stratum X in A, the direct Due to the graded structure of grx(A), we have the homothety in the fibres C^ x x of p : G^x~^X, in terms of which we can speak of lines in the fibres. The notion of lines can be made somewhat more explicit as follows. Restricting our attention to local phenomena, let us assume that A is imbedded in a complex (resp. real) manifold E. Then we have a canonical imbedding of C^x mto ihe normal bundle NEX(==CEX) of X in E. This imbedding induces an imbedding of fibres G^ x a^Ng x x over each point x of X in such a way that the image is defined by homogeneous polynomial equations in the vector space N^x,a-Hence C^x,a; is point-set-theoretically a union of complex (resp. real) lines in the vector space N^ x rein the real-analytic case, we consider various real-analytic maps cp : D-^A, where D==(-i, i), such that <p(o)eX and cp(^)eA-X for all ^+o, where X is a stratum of A. Given such cp, the ideal ^ of X in A induces an ideal in 0^ which has a certain order e = e at t=o, i.e., ^~lW^o=={t e )(P^ and hence y" here w denotes the function on D induced by w in terms of 9. Let H denote the real half-line in C^x,cp(o) which corresponds to u^o by means of A^. Let -Hy denote the complementary half-line ofH^, i.e., the one corresponding to u<o. If ^{t) = <p(-^), then H^ is equal to either H^ or -H^ depending upon whether ^ is even or odd. We will denote by C^ x fhe union of all those half-lines Hy in C^ x (^d the vertices).
In the complex-analytic case, we take the induced real-analytic stratification A' == (J X' corresponding to the given complex-analytic stratification A = [} X. Let g : A*->A be the blowing-up with center X, i.e., the composition of the blowing-up A*->A-(boundary of X) with the closed center X and the inclusion into A. (The blowing-up in the real-analytic case is obtained by taking the <( real part " of the complex blowing-up 'g : A*->A with center X, where A (resp. X) is a complexification of A (resp. X). The term " real part ?? makes sense with respect to local imbeddings of A* into products C" X P^ associated with local imbeddings of A into B^ and local ideal bases (Z^, h^ . . ., h^) of X in A.) Now the proper fibre spacê^( X)-^, induced by g, is related to the intrinsic normal cone C^ x as follows:
C^x=Specan(grx(A)) and ^-l (X)==Projan(grx(A)). This shows for instance a oneto-one correspondence between the set of points of g~l('X.) and the set of complex (resp. real) lines (through vertices) in C^x-I 11 tne complex-analytic case, ^"^(A-X) is dense in A*. In the real-analytic case, however, the closure of ^"^(A-X) need not be the entire set A* (nor even real-analytic in general).
Remark ( (iii^^iv)* because g is proper and X is connected. Let us prove (iv) => (i) . First of all, the ideal sheaf of g~\'X) in A* is invertible as ^-module. Hence the equidimensionality assumption on A implies the same of ^(X). Since C^x-(vertices) is a CT-bundle over ^(X), G^x is also equidimensional. Thanks to this fact, (iv)* implies that given any point weC^ ^ we can find an irreducible complex subvariety WofC^x through the point w, such that dim W==dim X and p~^{x} nW is finite (possibly empty) for all A:eX. It is easy to see that p induces a universally open map W->X even with respect to all real-analytic base extensions. The point w being arbitrary, p itself must be universally open in this sense, (i) follows, because C^x is the underlying topological space of G^x-
Equimultiplicity along a stratum.
Let A=UX be a complex-(resp. real-) analytic stratification. Let us pick a stratum X and an X-cartesian imbedding of A around a point XQ of X into E == E^ x Eg. As we are interested in local phenomena, we localize the situation around the given point XQ and assume that the entire A is imbedded in E and X = (E^ x Og) n A. For each d>o, let S^={(^,y)eE : \v\=d} and X : ^-{^Xo^^S^ the map defined by (u, v) h> (u, vl\ v I). G^x is imbedded in the normal bundle Ng^x? and N^x is naturally identified with 7^-l (X)=XlXE2, where X^X^xo^. Then for <p=^, we get coeH^n SiCG^xUSi. Remark (3.2). -In the complex-analytic case, if A is normally pseudo-flat, then A is equimultiple along X, i.e., the multiplicity ^ (A,J of the reduced complex space Aâ t the point x is independent of xe'X. In fact, the normal pseudo-flatness of A along X implies that dim C^ x x (==^ say)
Remark
is independent of A:eX. This condition is unaffected if A is replaced by the union of those irreducible components of A^, whose dimensions are c+dimX and which contain X. So is the equimultiplicity of A along X. Thus we assume: (3.2.1) A is reduced, equidimensional, and X is contained in every irreducible component of A.
Let Pg be the projective space of dimension rg-i associated with the vector space Eg. Then Pg carries a complex line bundle Fg-^Pg whose fibres correspond in a one-to-one fashion to the complex lines through the origin Og in Eg. We shall identify Pg with the zero section. Let Gg : Fg->Eg be the natural map, and <j=idE X^g: F->E where F=E^xFg. This a is the blowing-up with center E^XOg. Proof. -It is enough to take the real-analytic case. Since the question is local, let us assume that we have a real-analytic Y-cartesian imbedding of the entire A into E==E^xEg with E^R/" 1 '. Let us pick any X to check the conditions of (5.1).
We may then assume that X is open in A, A is smooth in X and Y is closed in A.
We consider the case of (BX,YW-(The proof for a^yM ls quite similar.) Let TT^ : E-^E^ denote the projection for z==i, 2. We have the canonical R*-bundle X : Eg-{og}-^?^ with the real projective space Pg of dimension ^-I -Let n==dim X and, for each xe'X.y r(^) denotes the point of Grassy, r) which corresponds to the tangent space of X at A; (identified as a vector subspace of E). We then get a map g==\n^X^: X-^PgX Grassy, r). We can show that there exists a closed real-analytic subspace W of A X Pg X Grass (n, r) which induces the graph ofg in X X Pg X Grass (n, r).
The projection induces a proper morphism h: W-»A, which induces an isomorphism X'^X where X'^/z-^X). Let Y'^A-^Y). We have a real-analytic function (3 on Pg x Grassy, r) such that px,
where L (resp. T) is a vector subspace of dimension i (resp. n) and u (resp. v) runs through the vectors =[=o in L (resp. the orthogonal complement ofT). Let [B' be the function on W induced by (B. Whitney condition on (B^ Y ls equivalent to saying that p' vanishes on X'nY'. This then implies the strong vanishing of (B' of the type (5.1) due to the real-analyticity of the space and the strata. A quick way to see this is to apply the resolution of singularities to the pair (W, Y'), i.e., a proper real-analytic map /: V->W, such that V is smooth, that/induces an isomorphism X^-^X' with X'^/'^X') and that Y" =y -l (Y / ) has only normal crossings. Let Z be the connected component of V containing X", and Y*=Y"nZ. Let ^ be the ideal sheaf of Y in A, which is generated by the coordinate functions of Eg. Now the function (B* on Z induced by (B' vanishes on Y*, for the complement ofX" in Z is real-analytic and hence X" is dense in Z. Locally at every point of Y*, we can find a coordinate system (^, . . ., ^J of Z such that ^Qr^ is generated by a monomial in the ^. Thanks to this, it is easy to prove that the radical of J^z contains the function p* which vanishes on Y^Supp^/J^)-Then there exists an integer q> i such that J^z contains (B^" 1 . It then follows that the limit condition of (5. i) is satisfied with the number e==ilq.
Normal pseudo-flatness theorem.
In this section, A=UX will denote either a complex", or real-, analytic stratification of a complex-, or real-, analytic space A.
Theorem (6.1).
-If A==UX satisfies Whitney conditions., then A is normally pseudoflat along each stratum.
Proof. -It is enough to consider the real-analytic case. Let us pick a stratum Y of A and a pointy ofY. The question being local, we may assume that there is given a global Y-cartesian imbedding of A into E = E^ X Eg and that A is contained in TC'^Y) where T^E-^-E^XOg denotes the projection. Whitney limit condition (1.1) on a^ y for each stratum X>-Y implies that TT induces a smooth morphism XnU->Y with an open neighborhood UofYin E. We may assume that U=E for all X>-Y, and furthermore that Y is a boundary of every other stratum X of A. By Lemma (5.2), we may assume that there exists ^>o such that limpx.YW/I^W^I^o
x->y
for all X and all yeY. Now let us pick b>o such that G={;^XOgeE : \x^\<b}cY. Then, by taking a suitable expansion (i.e., a scalar multiplication by a number >i) in Eg, we may assume that if 'V^=[x^Xx^en~l{G) : x^^d}, then A is closed and analytic in a neighborhood ofVr Here note that for any given 8>o, we can choose the above expansion so large that ^^{x) <^S \n{x)x\ e for all X>-Y and all A:eXnVi.
Let Hy^TT'" 1^) nAnVi which inherits a stratification LJXy with Xy==HynX and an imbedding into the euclidian space y X Eg, where j^eG. As TT induces a smooth morphism X-^Y for all x, we can apply Lemma (4. i), say with s==i, to each Hy==UX^ inj/xEg. We may thus assume Proof. -Immediate from (6.1) and (3.2).
